
HIGHLANDER MARCHING CLASSIC
West Milford High School

67 Highlander Drive
West Milford, NJ 07480

Saturday, September 17, 2022

Event Host Contacts USBands Contacts

Matthew Gramata
(732) 668-1899

matthew.gramata@wmtps.org

Brian McLaughlin
(973) 229-2284

brian.mclaughlin@wmtps.org

Chloe Spencer, Event Operations Manager
(610) 230-7891

cspencer@usbands.org

Harry Delgado, Day-of-Event Contact Only
(732) 354-6355



SPECTATOR INFORMATION
Spectator Parking: Spectators will park in the West Milford High School parking lots (outlined in gray
on the map) with any overflow parking at the Westbrook Elementary School lot just past the high
school. There are around a dozen handicapped parking spots next to the field house by the stadium
with overflow handicapped parking in the same lot as the prop trucks (see the blue rectangles near
the back of the middle school.) All parking is free.

Tickets: $10 Adults, $5 Students and Seniors, 5 years and under are free. Cash only.

Concessions: Concessions will be sold at the stadium. Cash only.

Restrooms: Restrooms are located in the building just outside the stadium fence. There are also
Port-a-Potties near the stadium fence line as well as between the handicap parking spots and the
field house.

ENSEMBLE INFORMATION
Bus & Truck Parking: The road between the High School and Macopin Middle School will be closed
so Buses and Equipment trucks will enter into the spectator lot next to the high school and make their
way to the entrance of the Bus/Equipment parking lot (see the yellow highlighted lot. The entrance is
on the back side of the lot. There will be no through traffic in that lot other than performing Ensemble
vehicles for participant safety.

Prop-only trucks/vehicles will be able to park closer to the performance field (see black rectangle on
Facility map.) This parking lot has been paved since the overview map was obtained. There is a
short, steep hill between the prop truck parking area and the field. There will be a WM band parent or
two available at that hill to assist in pushing Props and Front Ensemble equipment up the short hill.

Band Check-in: Upon arrival at the Bus/Equipment parking lot the band director or a designated staff
member should go to the check-in station at the walkway between the parking lot and the high school
(dark red rectangle on the Facility map.)

Performer Restrooms: Restrooms for Ensemble Performers and staff are available through the
cafeteria entrance to the high school next to the loading dock (see brown rectangle on the facility
map.) There will be signs posted inside the building directing units to the actual restroom locations

Warm Up: Warm up for Horns and Percussion Battery will be on the large field labeled 2A in red
(outlined in blue on the Performance Flow - Campus Flow map) behind the high school

Front ensembles will warm up in the parking lots labeled 2B.A and 2B.B in front of Macopin Middle
School (see orange areas A and B on the map) Power will be provided for amplification systems in
these areas so generators will not need to be used.

The Color Guard warm up area is on the large soccer field between the back of the middle school and
the performance stadium (see pink rectangle). The field is up a flight of stairs from the back of the
middle school. This area is close enough to the performance field that the use of metronomes and
gock blocks is highly discouraged.
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The road between the High School and Middle School will be closed for participant safety. Local
guides will escort bands to and from the warm up areas to the staging areas by the stadium.

Field Surface: All warm up fields are grass with the exception of the Front Ensemble warm up areas
which are paved.

Marching performers will have to climb a flight of stairs to the band staging area labeled 3A in red
(see red arrowed path on the performance flow map) just outside of the performance field.

Front Ensemble and wheelchaired participants can access the upper fields using the same hill as the
props (follow tan arrows along the back of the middle school on the performance flow map.). The
Front Ensemble will stage next to the Prop Staging area by the field house labeled 3B in red. WM
band parents will be available to assist in getting up the hill.

The performance field is an astroturf field with high school hash markings. Once inside the stadium
fence there are two gates to the performance field. The Front Ensemble will use the right-hand gate
onto the track and stage themselves in area 4B along the front field fence when directed by USBands
personnel. The Props and marching members will utilize the left side gate next to the track entrance
and go left around the track to their assigned areas (black highlighted area for the props, area 4A for
the marchers) along the fence on the side of the field when directed by USBands.

All bands will exit the performance field through the track-side gate where the Front Ensemble
entered.

Once the performance has been completed the ensemble can either return to the Bus/Equipment
Parking lot along the reverse route the front ensemble used on the way up to the performance field
(see the blue arrows on the Performance Flow - Campus map) or store their instruments/equipment
at the back of Band Staging area 3A near the softball field so they can watch the rest of the show. If
equipment is left at the staging field it is recommended that the band have at least one individual from
the organization keep watch over them for the duration of the show. West Milford Schools cannot be
held responsible for the loss or damage of the equipment.
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Travel Times Between Areas: West Milford is a large campus so the following charts are provided to
assist the units in understanding the travel time requirements to and from each location during the
show.

The following walking times were determined by walking at a pace equivalent to a marching
performer ladened with the largest instrument (Tuba, 30” Bass drum) and a Front Ensemble member
(pushing a 4.5-5 octave marimba on a field frame with accessories) and Colorguard member (4-5
flags + saber and/or rifle.) Refer to the Flow maps for the noted locations:

Horns/Battery
Start End Approximate Travel

Time

1. Bus Parking 2A. Horn/Battery Warm-up 2 min

2A. Horn Battery Warm-up 3A. Band Staging 6.5 min

3A. Band Staging 4A. Next-Band Staging 1.5 min

4A. Next-Band Staging 5. Performance field (on 50 front hash) 1.5 min

Front Ensemble
Start End Approximate Travel

Time

1. Bus Parking 2B. Front Ensemble Warm-up A 1.5 min

1. Bus Parking 2B. Front Ensemble Warm-up B 2.5 min

2B. Front Ensemble Warm-up B 3B. Prop/Front Ensemble Staging 7 min

2B. Front Ensemble Warm-up A 3B. Prop/Front Ensemble Staging 6.5 min

3B. Prop/Front Ensemble Staging 4B. Next Front Ensemble 1.5 min

4B. Next Front Ensemble 5. Performance field (sideline) 1.5 min

Colorguard
Start End Approximate Travel

Time

1. Bus Parking Guard Warm-up 6 min

Guard Warm-up 3A. Band Staging 1 min

3A. Band Staging 4A. Next-Band Staging 1.5 min

4A. Next-Band Staging 5. Performance field (on 50 front hash) 1.5 min
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Power on Field: Two extension cords will be providing power to the field and will be located on the
front sideline.

Retreat: Drum Majors should report to the scoreboard before the host band’s performance.

Meet & Greet: Meet & Greet with the Adjudicators and up to three ensemble staff will take place in
the field house (with doors open) just outside the stadium.

Credentials: All Ensemble staff and Chaperones should have a USBands Credential for entry into
the stadium. Anyone without a credential will be asked to purchase a ticket. Directors, Staff, USBands
Event Staff, and Adjudicators should have USBands Credentials in order to enter the Hospitality area.

Competition Suite: Adjudicator commentary for all USBands ensembles can be located in
Competition Suite shortly after the conclusion of each ensemble's performance. Directors may grant
access to the ensemble’s portal with staff/instructors, and may request help from USBands
representatives to resolve any issues accessing Competition Suite.

Schedule: The Event Schedule can be found by going to USBands.org/events (or clicking the link
below). In case of any delays, this schedule will always immediately be updated.
https://usbands.org/events/details.php?ID=448&month=04
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SITE OVERVIEW MAP

.
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PERFORMANCE FLOW MAP
Campus Flow
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Performance Field Flow
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